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DFF fingerprint of high shear wet granulation with 
respect to granule densification and powder 
consistency 
Valery Sheverev and Vadim Stepaniuk, Lenterra, Inc. 
 
White Paper 13 introduced DFF sensor process fingerprint 
that is time evolution of two independent DFF metrics: the 
mean force pulse magnitude (MFPM) that reflects the 
mass and/or density of granules or powder, and the 
power consistency factor (PCF) that correlates with 
uniformity or cohesiveness of the powder.  

DFF fingerprints of HSWG studies for placebo and API 
formulations are calculated and analyzed in this note. The 
measurements were originally taken at the Bristol Myers 
Squibb laboratory in New Brunswick, NJ and results were 
published in [1, 2]. See also White Papers 8 and 9 
(http://lenterra.com/knowledge-base/). 

 

Placebo studies 
Effect of binder concentration was studied by monitoring 
granulation cycles with a placebo formulation consisting 
of 57% w/w microcrystalline cellulose, 37.5% anhydrous 
lactose, 1% w/w croscarmellose sodium, and different 
concentrations (1%, 3%, and 5% w/w) of hydroxypropyl 
cellulose (HPC). The mixture was granulated with 40% w/w 
water added for 3 minutes in a GEA PharmaConnect® 30 
liter granulator at the impeller tip speed of 4.8 m/s and 
chopper speed of 1000 rpm.  

A P-4000-40 DFF sensor was installed through granulator 
lid with the probe tip 1" above blades. Force 
measurements were acquired at a rate of 500 S/s  

The DFF fingerprints are given in Figure 1. Dry powder 
mixing continues from -2 to 0 minutes. Starting at zero 
minute mark the water was added to the powder 
continuously for three minutes.  
The three fingerprints have several common features:  

- During water addition, the wet mass becomes 
“heavier” which is reflected in increased mean 
force pulse magnitude (MFPM) during and soon 
after water addition 

- PCF values drop after water addition starts 
suggesting strong non-uniformity in the wet 
mass during nucleation and wetting 

- All three formulations are characterized by a non-
monotonic evolution of MFPM, with a maximum 
soon after water addition ends 

- Similarly, PCF evolution demonstrate a minimum 

Figure 1. DFF HSWG fingerprints of placebo formulation for three 
different binder concentrations. Water was added between 0 and 3
minutes in each test. The agitator stops after 18 minutes of 
granulation. FPM array size is 300.  
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which is observed in the middle of water addition 
period 

- PCF then consistently increases throughout the 
granulation cycle 

Differences between the batches are also evident: 

- MFPM peak value consistently increase from 1% 
to 3% to 5%, respectively, suggesting larger 
granule masses for higher binder concentration 
formulation 

- The delay in the MFPM maximum is greater for 
higher binder concentration formulation 

- Similarly, PCF minimum occurs later for higher 
binder concentration formulation 

- For the first 7 minutes of granulation, PCF value 
for 3% HPC is smaller than for 5% and 1% 
suggesting binder saturation at 3%. 

API formulation (Brivanib) 
Immediate release granules of a model insoluble drug, 
brivanib alaninate, were prepared at high drug load (62% 
w/w) using 5% w/w HPC as a dry binder, 4% w/w 
croscarmellose sodium as a disintegrant, 29% w/w 
microcrystalline cellulose as a filler, and water as the 
granulating fluid.  

Process design space for this formulation was defined in 
a 10 liter GEA PharmaConnect granulator at 40% v/v fill 
with the variables of impeller tip speed (3.6 – 6.0 m/s, 
target 4.8 m/s), amount of water used for granulation 
(55% w/w to 61% w/w, target 58% w/w of granule 
composition), and wet massing time (10 – 50 s, target 30 
s). The process design space was established that 
provided correlation between critical quality attributes of 
the tablets with in-process material attributes of dried 
granules.  

To investigate the effect of substantial changes in process 
parameters outside the design space on granule porosity 
and drug release, two batches of brivanib alaninate 
granulation were manufactured with water concentration 
outside the design space (at 48% w/w and 67% w/w of 
granulation). All the other process conditions were at the 
center point of the design space (wet massing time of 30 
sec and impeller tip speed of 4.8 m/s). In addition, one 
batch was manufactured with high wet massing time (20 
min) and at the center point of the design space for other 
process parameters (water amount 58% w/w of 
granulation mass and impeller tip speed of 4.8 m/s). These 
batches were monitored in-line with the DFF sensor.  

10L Granulator 
The DFF HSWG fingerprints of batches with water 
concentration of 48%, 58%, and 67%, respectively, are 
shown in Figure 2.  
 

Figure 2. DFF HSWG fingerprints of API formulation with different
amounts of water. Water was added between time instances of 0 
and 3 minutes in each test. The agitator stops after 26 minutes of 
granulation. FPM array size is 300.  
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Observations: 

- Similarly to placebo formulations, all brivanib 
values of PCF drop ater water addition starts 
followed by a rise that starts before the end of 
water addition.  

- The optimal water content is 58%, where PCF 
remain lowest in 10L granulator, suggesting the 
widest distribution of granule sizes for this 
formulation 

- The water 58% formulation diplays delayed -
second maximum of MFPM and minum of PCF, at 
approximately 6 minutes of granulating. This 
delay suggests longer granulation process 
occuring in the 58% batch as compared to the 
48% and 67% batches   

60L Granulator 
The formulation was scaled-up from a 10-liter to a 60-liter 
high shear granulator maintaining constant volume fill of 
the granulator and constant tip speed at target 
parameters identified in the formulation design space. 
This batch was manufactured using center point of the 
design space parameters for wet granulation and at the 
same tip speed as the 10 liter scale. The DFF fingerprint 
for this batch is shown in Figure 3.  

The fingerprint shows features that are similar to those for 
the same formulation (water 58%) observed in 10L 
granulator and distinct from other formulations (48 and 
67%,  see Figure 2). Specifically, the delayed MFPM peak. 

The FCF value at the end of granulation cycle is very 
similar for 58% water for 10L and 60L granulators. For 
other water contents in 10L granulator PCF values are 
higher. Both MFPM and PCF therefore could help in 
scaling up the process. 

Conclusion 
The changes in the rheological properties of the wet mass 
during granulation have an effect on the final granule 
(particle size, compressibility) and tablet (dissolution, 
hardness) properties. Selecting granulation end-point 
and/or scale-up factors based upon wet mass rheology 
(consistency) allows granule and tablet properties to be 
controlled. DFF fingerprints reflect such rheological 
changes and therefore provide valuable information for 
process optimization and control.   
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Figure 3. DFF HSWG fingerprint of API formulation with water 
concentration of 58% measured in a 60L granulator. Water was
added between time instances of 0 and 3 minutes. The agitator
stops after 34 minutes of granulation. FPM array size is 300.  
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